like wine, which are deemed illegitimate. Second, he is required to show moderation in consumption, and, therefore, to refrain from "displaying pomp and grandeur."7 One side effect of moderation in consumption, it is argued, is the elimination of the scarcity problem through a lowering of aggregate demand; another is the prevention of demand-pull inflation.8 Finally, the Muslim must make voluntary donations to less fortunate members of the Islamic community. One Islamic economist notes in this connection that "the ideal is not merely to give others from the surplus... of income over expenses but even to sacrifice and forego one's own share if the need of others is more urgent."9
These and other similar norms, say the Islamic economists, would perform better than a planning board or the so-called invisible hand in fulfilling society's needs. For instance, Mian M. Nazeer of Peshawar University argues that if individuals' consumption and production decisions were guided by the Islamic norms, "the composition of demand and the range of goods and services provided by the market [would] be in consonance with one another."'0 Implicit in all such statements is the assumption that the norms would perform equally well by Islamic standards in any society, regardless of its history, level of development, size, or degree of heterogeneity.
The principal ingredient in all of the proposed norms is altruism. Social problems are to be solved by having people put the interests of society above their narrow personal interests. A question of importance is how the Islamic economists define "society." Their working definition appears to vary from context to context. In writings on specific fiscal and monetary institutions, they equate society with any primarily Muslim nation, such as Algeria or Indonesia. But in other writings, particularly abstract essays on the ultimate Islamic order, they seem to have in mind nothing less than the entire community of believers, the umma, which currently would incorporate about a sixth of humanity.
Critique
There are at least two reasons for questioning the soundness of the arguments regarding the effectiveness of the Islamic norms. First of all, the implications of these norms are ambiguous in most of the contexts where they are expected to operate. A pious Muslim eager to follow them may be thoroughly confused as to what wage is "just" and what profit rate is "normal." Likewise, he may be unclear about the meaning of "moderation" in consumption and of the practical implications of the injunction against causing harm to others through his productive activities. The ambiguity inherent in the Islamic norms suggests that the actions he takes may subject him to charges of opportunism by other equally pious individuals who happen to interpret the relevant norms differently. Accusations of this sort would threaten the legitimacy of the Islamic order, reducing people's incentives to abide by the norms. The obscurity of the norms also suggests that they are susceptible to modification over time. Modifications could be instigated either by self-serving persons or by altruistic individuals trying to strengthen the norms through clarification and systematization.
The ambiguity problem is, of course, very general, arising as it does in the day-to-day interpretation of any social principle. In all existing social systems, well-intentioned people who ostensibly hold the same principles of justice and efficiency will often clash over the application of these principles.
The second basis for questioning the argument that the Islamic norms would achieve wonders in a modern society is the substantial amount of evidence pointing to an inverse relationship between the size of society and the effectiveness of norms of altruism. A variety of studies by sociologists and economists show that in a small commune or tribe, where people live in fairly continuous contact and share similar experiences and preferences, individual members tend to display considerable altruism toward the community at large.'1 This makes it economical for the community to base exchanges on interpersonal trust, and for its members to rely on each other's support in the exigencies of daily life. On the other hand, in a large society, where people's perceptions of reality and their preferences vary widely, individuals generally feel far greater loyalty toward some segments of the community than others; their sympathies tend to be concentrated on people with whom they can identify on the basis of such characteristics as kinship, locality, tradition, and occupation. In such a society the average individual exhibits a strong dose of indifference to the well-being of most other members, even though he might pay lip service to the ideal of universal brotherhood. The role of trust in exchange diminishes, making it necessary to protect buyers and sellers through legal institutions. Furthermore, individuals come to doubt whether in times of need they can count on others' assistance, and they demand formal insurance. If these observations are correct, then one is justified in questioning whether generalized altruism, the intent of the proposed norms, can be achieved in a modern society with millions of people.
One might think that since the evidence uncovered by modern social science comes primarily from the European and North American experiences, its relevance to the Muslim world is marginal. To counter such doubts I shall demonstrate, later in this section, that the Muslim experience is consistent with the Western experience. For now, however, I will move on with the argument.
These criticisms should not be taken to mean that the Islamic norms would be totally ineffective in a large society. Even in the largest existing societies, norms of altruism play an important role in governing relationships within groups like the household, the residential community, and the work team-not to mention cartels and political lobbies. Regarding the exchange process within such groups, for example, norms economize on transaction costs by lessening the need for formal contracts and enforcement mechanisms.'2 It is quite possible, therefore, for at least a portion of the Islamic norms to serve some constructive purpose in a large society: they could reduce the costs of cooperation by reinforcing altruism and trust within subsets of the society. As for generalized altruism, one would expect it to come about only in very special circumstances, such as a foreign invasion or a natural disaster-and then just for a limited time.
At least one Islamic writer, Waqar Ahmed Husaini, recognizes that in an Islamic society of many millions, people might acquire complex affiliations that supersede their devotion to the community at large. He is nonetheless optimistic that the Islamic spirit would prevent the individual's ties with subgroups of society from weakening the community's cohesion: "Special interest groups such as labour and professional unions... might exist; but their goal and function might be information gathering and dissemination, rather than a priori unconditional loyalty to special or vested interests...."3 But unlike Husaini, most Islamic economists do not acknowledge that the size of a society might hinder the establishment of generalized altruism.
A factor reinforcing the argument that norms of altruism are relatively ineffective in a large society is that, unlike the member of a small society, that of a large one cannot expect to influence perceptibly the general welfare through personal acts of altruism. This suggests that even if he ascribes superiority to the Islamic economic system, the member of a large society may be tempted to violate the norms on which this system rests. But if most people were to deviate from the norms in the belief that their personal influence is negligible, the system would collapse. This dilemma, known in neoclassical economics as the free-rider problem, confronts societies in countless contexts. Societies are not, of course, incapable of resolving the dilemma. They successfully confront it in some contexts by making adherence to the norms intrinsically pleasurable and in others by instituting various forms of coercion.14 But in many contexts, for example environmental preservation, a satisfactory solution remains elusive. To my knowledge, the Islamic economists have so far evaded the free-rider dilemma, too. Without providing a single example of a large society that has resolved this problem through religious faith, they have simply assumed that in a society of pious Muslims, rational processes would not displace moral motives.
There remains the point that altruism, if taken too far, can produce undesirable results. If everyone in a burning skyscraper were to insist on being the last to leave, the consequence would be unmitigated disaster.
Role of the State
We have seen that the Islamic economists appear convinced that members of a modern Islamic society would correctly interpret the norms laid out for them, and what is more, conform to these norms out of their own volition. People, they believe, would abide by the norms even when given the option of doing otherwise, because they would have internalized them. Other writers do not go so far as to claim that the system performed adequately for an entire millennium. The majority believe that the system performed ideally during the Prophet's lifetime and subsequently during the tenure between 632 and 661 A.D. of the four "rightly-guided" caliphs, but that the system began to fall ever shorter of the ideal thereafter.24 Nonetheless, they maintain that the record of this brief "golden age" constitutes sufficient proof that the order they envisage can be established in the modern world.
Even this more modest account of early Islam is questionable. Historical research indicates that even in the first few decades of Islam physical force played a role in enforcing the Islamic norms, and that some norms, like those requiring moderation in consumption and sharing with the poor, were nonetheless inconsistently followed.25 The evidence also demonstrates that the support enjoyed by officials of the Islamic state fell considerably short of the ideal: Muslims had varying perceptions of the state's role as well as the limits of their rulers' authority, and many complained, often to no avail, of the sinfulness of various officials, including the caliph. This view is supported by the fact that two of the four "rightly-guided" caliphs met violent ends at the hands of fellow Muslims. The evidence suggests, contrary to what is often claimed, that the early Islamic community was not a perfectly just and harmonious society-and certainly not up to the high standards put forth by contemporary Islamic economists. It was a society where people were able, at least occasionally, to get away with reprehensible acts, either by using physical force or by manipulating the public conception of Islamic norms.
All this is not to say that early Islamic society was not relatively more united than coeval non-Muslim societies, or that it was not run more efficiently from an economic standpoint. My point is simply that the picture of early Islam is not spotless as the Islamic economists would have us believe.
It is appropriate to point out that even the earliest Islamic society chose, as it expanded, to supplement its norms by coercive measures. On the eve of the community's migration (hijra) from Mecca to Medina, when it numbered no more than 80 people,26 relationships among members were governed almost entirely by norms. In Medina, with the community growing at a phenomenal rate-it had 1,500 members shortly after the hijra,27-the sense of brotherly cooperation that had prevailed in Mecca weakened, and as my earlier argument regarding community size would suggest, formal institutions were created to bolster the norms. It is at this stage that Islam's voluntary redistribution mechanism was supplemented by the formal tax-cum-subsidy scheme known as zakat, and that coercion started to play a major role in controlling prices and preventing speculation.28
Despite the historical evidence, the Islamic writers tend not to recognize that the Islamic economic system was highly dynamic in its early years. They consider the system to have maintained essentially its original form throughout the tenure of the Prophet and the first four caliphs. This mythical conception allows them to maintain the mistaken belief that the Islamic norms could play a central role in a modern society. Surely, if these did not enjoy complete adherence even in the community which boasted the Prophet among its thousand-plus members, one should not expect them to be very effective in contemporary societies of many millions.
In fact, one might expect the norms to be increasingly less effective with the passage of time. All indications are that the trends which surfaced as the Prophet's community began to grow, and which have continued unabated until now, will not be reversed in the future. Consider the advanced industrial societies, where the movement from the personal life of isolated settlements to the largely impersonal life of the metropolis has gone farthest. In these societies, coercion by the state and by other organizations plays a key role in the social order; the formal institutions adopted in the course of modernization have not been replaced by norms of brotherly cooperation.
Let us stick, however, with the Muslim world. There is a large literature which demonstrates that even in the most pious segments of Muslim society, the individual's commitments to the Islamic community are taking a back seat to commitments to his occupational, territorial, and ethnic networks.29 Apparently, while many Muslims continue to subscribe to the principle of equal treatment of all believers, and while most are reluctant to acknowledge that they themselves ever violate this principle, their devotion to the Muslim community is in fact being overridden by their other interests. The class conflicts and ethnic divisions that we observe throughout the Middle East, North Africa, and elsewhere are, of course, nothing new for Islamic civilization. In no corner of the Islamic world has Muslim solidarity, in its extreme form envisioned by the Islamic economists, ever become a reality for any protracted length of time. While it is true that Islam has helped achieve social cooperation in certain limited contexts, it is equally true that the divisive forces that have accompanied modernization in non-Muslim societies have also been part of the Muslim experience.
The Islamic economists have a tendency to attribute divisions within Islam to Western influences. For instance, in their official communique, the participants in the First International Conference on Islamic Economics, held at Mecca in 1976, ascribe such divisions to slavish imitations of capitalist and Marxist ways.30 This sort of argument, which mistakes universal social processes for Westernization, explains neither why Muslims have felt compelled to imitate Westerners, nor why they have persistently chosen not to adopt the ways they believe were followed during Islam's golden age.
ZAKAT
The Proposed Scheme By tradition, zakat (literally, "purifier") is one of the five requirements of Islam, the others being belief in one God, prayer, one month's fast, and pilgrimage to Mecca. As the only requirement with an explicitly economic objective, zakat is accorded a prominent place in contemporary writings on the Islamic economic system. It is considered to be the central, if not the only, component of fiscal policy.
The most striking aspect of the zakat scheme advocated by Islamic economists is that it applies to few of the forms of wealth and sources of income observed in any existing economy, developed or underdeveloped. This is so even though the proposed scheme encompasses a variety of taxes, like 'ushr, which historically were collected under other names. Regarding wealth, one can distinguish two main categories of holdings that are said to be subject to zakat: precious metals and livestock. Provided they have been in a single individual's possession for an entire year, articles in these categories are subject to zakat at a rate that varies according to a complex set of criteria.31 Gold and silver are subject to a 2.5 percent tax. In the second category, zakat is levied in kind for some species, but in money for others. A person who owns up to twenty-four camels, pays one goat for every five camels. Horses, on the other hand, "are taxable according to their value at 2.5 percent."32 Among the animals for which the owner is not obliged to pay zakat are mules and elephants, the former because they "do not breed," and the latter because they "breed seldom or after a long time."33 The sources of income to which zakat applies are mining and agriculture. In the former category, the rate is set at 20 percent. In the latter, the rate varies according to the source of irrigation: 5 percent of the product if the land is irrigated by the owner and 10 percent otherwise.34 Numerous writers consider various agricultural commodities to be exempt from zakat. Some hold that vegetables are exempt because they are perishable.35 Others maintain, because of a statement by the caliph 'Umar I, that while dates and grapes are subject to zakat, peaches and pomegranates are not.36
In each category of wealth, zakat is payed by people whose holdings exceed a certain minimum called nisab. Those whose holdings fall below the nisab are exempt. For gold and silver the nisabs are, respectively, 7.5 tolas (3 ounces) and 52.5 tolas (21 ounces The beneficiaries of zakat fall into several categories. The poor, the handicapped, the unemployed, and orphans are all entitled to assistance, as are dependents of prisoners, travelers in difficulty, and debtors whose debts stem from "legitimate" activities. Zakat resources are also to be used to free prisoners and slaves, to spread Islam, and to pay the salaries of the zakat collectors.39 While there is wide agreement among Islamic economists regarding the list of beneficiaries, there is none concerning the exact allocation among the various categories. Some advocate dividing each year's zakat fund equally among the categories, while others would rather grant the head of state the right to disburse resources as he sees fit.40
This redistribution scheme, whose essence I have tried to capture through a few illustrations, is viewed by proponents of the Islamic system as a potent weapon against numerous economic problems. Zakat, they say, would reduce dramatically the level of income inequality, and serve as a legitimate social insurance scheme that dampens fluctuations in people's incomes. The Islamic argument regarding zakat is open to criticism on at least three counts. Most obviously, all existing economies include tax-cum-subsidy schemes designed to redistribute wealth and income. And in most, further redistribution is brought about through a diverse array of other measures, including entry regulations, price controls, affirmative action policies, and emergency relief programs-not to mention elaborate social security systems. It is true, of course, that in some countries redistribution is chiefly from the poor to the rich. But such perverse redistribution could also arise in a country where zakat is in place. Since zakat rates vary from one commodity to another, with many rates set at zero by default, it is not at all clear that the zakat burden would fall primarily on the rich. This brings us to another problem, that the scope of zakat is far too restrictive for its intended purpose. In its proposed form, zakat would serve a major redistributive function only in a primitive agricultural economy resembling that of seventh-century Arabia. In any contemporary economy, whether in Saudi Arabia, Morocco, or Pakistan, a substantial portion of the national product is derived from the manufacturing, transportation, communication, and service sectors, which receive virtually no attention in the Islamic economists' zakat proposals-even though rates on certain livestock, fruits, and grains are specified with great care. If the proposed zakat scheme were put into effect today, most of the burden would fall on low-income peasants, and virtually none on shipping tycoons, industrial bosses, and bureaucrats. Therefore, while the imposition of zakat on such commodities as cows, goats, camels, dates, grapes, and wheat might well reduce inequality in an agricultural economy, one would expect this to have the opposite effect in a contemporary economy, even an underdeveloped one.
The third basis for criticism is that the proposed scheme is suited not to an economy where relative prices fluctuate freely, but to one where they stay fixed at levels that prevailed in seventh-century Arabia. If rates on animals are expressed in terms of other animals, and the nisabs for precious metals in terms of weight, two equally wealthy people (as measured by market prices) may have highly unequal zakat obligations. I already hinted at one such possibility by pointing out how imbalanced the nisabs for gold and silver are when these are measured at today's prices. This particular inequity means that the nisab of a person who holds his wealth in gold is 5.5 times more valuable than that of a person who holds his wealth in silver. The nisabs for livestock and grains entail 46 similar inequities.4
There is, of course, a simple solution to the last problem: turn all the levies into ad valorem taxes payable in money. Under this system, each person whose wealth exceeds a specified level would be obligated to give a certain percent of his wealth to a relief fund. Parity among the obligations of people whose wealth is stored in different commodities would be maintained even if relative prices changed drastically. But as far as most Islamic economists are concerned, such an innovation would spell the abandonment of zakat. They feel that zakat is synonymous with the specific forms and rates set 14 centuries ago by the Prophet and his companions-change these, they say, and you have done away with zakat.
The Contemporary Experience
The pitfalls of instituting the traditional system of zakat in a contemporary economy are confirmed by examining two of the several major schemes currently in operation. An empirical study by two Malaysian economists shows that in Malaysia the recently imposed zakat scheme actually accentuates inequality.47 Malaysia collects zakat from paddy-producing agricultural households, 88 percent of which lie below the poverty line, while exempting most property owners and wage earners for whom no explicit allowance is made in the traditional sources of Islam. Within the agricultural sector, the zakat burden is progressive at the lower end of the income scale because of the usual exemptions, but it is regressive at the upper end, due in part to evasion. This latter finding obviously calls into question the claim that because of its religious nature, zakat would not be afflicted by the evasion problem.
In contrast to the Malaysian scheme, the Saudi Arabian one has a somewhat broader base than the scheme used by the first Islamic community. According to Abdin Ahmad Salama of Riyadh University, a series of rulings issued by the Great Mufti, beginning in the 1950s, subjected some types of profit and dividend income as well as non-traditional assets such as machines, houses, and hotels to zakat; however, this revolutionary broadening of the zakat base was subsequently curtailed by exempting assets not meant for sale. Thus, a hotel, a factory, or an automobile is no longer "zakatable," unless the owner is trying to sell it. Regarding livestock and agricultural products, zakat is levied strictly in the traditional manner. Amazingly, in view of the widespread sensitivity to tampering with traditional rates, the legal zakat obligation on many types of wealth and income was reduced in 1959 from 2.5 to 1.25 percent, following complaints from Nejd and Hejaz. People were left to distribute the remainder of their religious obligations at their own discretion. Four years later the zakat department reverted to collecting the full 2.5 percent from all eligible Saudis.48
In 1973-74, the most recent fiscal year for which Salama provides complete data, total zakat revenue amounted to a miniscule 0.01 percent of Saudi Arabia's gross national product, and it covered a small fraction of the government's expenditure on poverty relief.49 One reason these figures are so low is that people were evading their zakat obligations either by taking advantage of loopholes, or simply by disguising their assets and earnings. Like their brethren in Malaysia, Saudi citizens are apparently willing to avoid paying zakat if they can get away with it. The zakat department is finding out that it has a serious zakat evasion problem, similar to the tax evasion problem faced by secular administrations all around the globe.50 In any case, even if the present scheme were enforced more strictly, total zakat revenue would hardly come close to paying for Saudi Arabia's poverty relief and social security programs.5
Historical Evolution of Zakat
The problems associated with the zakat schemes currently in operation and with the Islamic economists' proposals stem in part from a failure to understand the context in which zakat evolved and the rationale for the particular forms it assumed. Zakat was not developed all at once, as the uninformed reader of contemporary tracts could easily come to believe. Rather, it was developed in piecemeal fashion to meet the community's rising revenue needs. As in any reasonable taxation scheme, commodities that could not be taxed at low cost with the available technology were exempted. For instance, certain jewels that are effectively indivisible and that could not be appraised accurately in the absence of an organized market were deliberately declared tax-free.52 The evolution of zakat on horses provides another revealing example. Horses were exempt during Muhammad's lifetime when they were rarely raised for trade. The expected revenue was evidently not worth the effort. By the caliphate of 'Umar I, however, the volume of horse trade had become substantial, so the coverage of zakat was extended to horses.53 This last example signifies that, at least in the early years of Islam, zakat was not conceived as a perfect and unchangeable system of redistribution. It was regarded as a scheme that can change with time-which supports my earlier statement that during Islam's early years the structure of the economy was not considered immutable.
The fact that zakat was levied in kind for some commodities is attributable to the low degree of monetization in the seventh-century Arabian economy. The particular nisabs undoubtedly reflected the prevailing perception of minimum human needs. As for the rates, it is likely that special-interest groups played a role in their evolution. We know that from the very beginning they generated controversy. The contending schools of Islamic law often took different sides, and they failed to resolve many of their differences.54 Within each school, for reasons that cannot be analyzed here, zakat eventually became an ossified, dysfunctional ritual, increasingly divorced from its original purpose. An important consequence of this development was that subsequent Muslim rulers found it personally hazardous to tamper with zakat.
Some of the confusion among contemporary Islamic economists over the form and rates of zakat-such as their disagreements about the obligations of the insane, and the applicability of zakat to vegetables, mirror unresolved ancient controversies. Such confusion is, of course, inevitable as long as they base their proposals on traditional positions without first dealing with traditional inconsistencies.
Reforming Zakat
Not all Islamic economists have been totally averse to modifying the rates and forms of zakat. Recognizing the senselessness of superimposing the traditional system of zakat on a modern economy, and seeing that contemporary applications-like the Saudi Arabian scheme-have had to incorporate a few innovations, some have begun to favor a reformation. In 1962, a group meeting in Damascus found it appropriate to impose zakat on industrial machinery at 10 percent. While challenging this particular rate on the grounds that it would retard industrial growth, Mannan supports the extension of zakat to forms of wealth and income unknown in the early days of Islam. He also favors allowing particular rates to be modified, resting his case partly on the fact that the Caliph 'Umar "imposed Zakat on horses, whereas before him horses were exempt from Zakat."55 Another ardent advocate of reform bases his plea on the observation that the Qur'an is vague about the sources and rates of zakat. Taking this to mean that determination of details was left specifically to the transitory judgment of the Muslim community, he reaches the conclusion that some characteristics of the system used by the first Muslims can be discarded by a modern Islamic state.56
But the advocates of reform have displayed hardly any inclination to lead the way in designing a zakat scheme in tune with modern realities. Not only that, but most of them devote extensive passages, in the very chapters or articles in which they plead for reform, to the rates for camels, while neglecting to suggest a rate for automobiles. More amazing still is the fact that many writers are inconsistent in their positions on reform. For example, Salama, some of whose findings concerning the Saudi Arabian scheme I reported above, advocates expanding the zakat base "to include all incomes earned," after having maintained that "no authority on earth has any right to alter the Zakat rates."57
Other Islamic economists have devised ingenious ways of combining reformism with staunch orthodoxy. One such economist is F. R. Faridi of King Abdulaziz University, who favors both a traditional zakat scheme and an activist fiscal policy whose instrument would be a separate "Islamic tax system."58 In Faridi's scheme, the government sets targets for variables such as aggregate savings and employment, and then ventures to meet these by choosing appropriate tax rates. If it feels that transfers caused by zakat have resulted in an "unbalanced intersectoral allocation of the community's resources" or some other situation "that runs counter to the overall objectives of the Islamic society," it simply makes the necessary corrections, in the spirit of a Keynesian fine-tuner, through the tax system. A simple example will highlight what this system might entail. Suppose zakat requires A to give B $300, and that the state considers this transfer to be inflationary due to B's higher marginal propensity to consume. For evidence in support of this explanation we do not have to go beyond the beginnings of Islam. In its earliest years that community did not resort to any specific taxes, but relied solely on voluntary charity. As a formal obligation, zakat made its first appearance about two years after the hijra, or over a decade after the formation of the Islamic community, at a time when the community was expanding rapidly and becoming increasingly heterogeneous.6
Once again, we see that the history of Islam's early period contains valuable lessons concerning the need to devise new institutions to cope with new circumstances. But these lessons require sound historical interpretation, which is not where the Islamic economists are strongest. One writer, who realizes that zakat was imposed after the Islamic community had grown substantially, fails to draw any lessons from this fact regarding the applicability to today's huge societies of the behavioral norms he and his colleagues advocate.61
PROHIBITION OF INTEREST

Rationale for the Prohibition
Well known throughout recorded history, the institution of interest has been a potent source of dissension everywhere. Until very recently, for instance, the Western world was sharply divided over the moral and economic merits of interest. And today, although interest is widely recognized as a permanent fixture of the economic system, feverish controversies prevail over the alleged determinants of interest-which include the productivity of capital, liquidity preference, and positive time preference-as well as over its socially optimal rate. Within the Islamic school of economics the prevalent view is that the institution of interest is neither indispensable nor ineradicable. In the belief that the Qur'an unequivocally bans interest, most Islamic economists maintain that interest should be prohibited regardless of its level and of the nature and purpose of the loan involved. Confident that a prohibition of interest could be enforced, they believe that such a ban would greatly improve the performance of an economic system.62 Actually, it is not at all clear that the Qur'anic ban covers that institution of interest as it exists today. What the Qur'an bans is the ancient Arabian practice of ribd, which entailed the doubling and redoubling of debt when the borrower failed to make restitution on time. In pre-Islamic Arabia, riba was responsible for the effective enslavement of substantial numbers of people, whose debts mounted exponentially following a single default. The purpose of the Qur'anic ban must have been the elimination of this potent source of inequality and communal friction. If the ban was in fact intended to apply to all forms of interest, this was not clear even to the early Muslims, whose extensive doubts concerning the issue have been documented by Fazlur Rahman.63 This has not kept the Islamic economists from categorically opposing interest. They contend that historical controversies notwithstanding, a ban on interest makes a great deal of sense. One problem with interest, they say, is that it results in "unearned gain," by which they mean that the lender makes money without exerting any effort. Financial intermediaries who lend at a higher rate of interest than they offer to depositors are characterized by one scholar, for example, as "abominable creatures who fatten on the labor of others."64 Closely related is the argument that guaranteeing a fixed-percentage return to the lender while the borrower's return from his business is uncertain violates Islamic standards of justice.65 Another criticism of interest is that it "transfers wealth from the poor to the rich, increasing the inequality in the distribution of wealth." A consequence of this redistribution, given that recipients of interest income tend to have a lower propensity to consume than payers, is a fall in aggregate demand.66 Some scholars further contend that interest has undesirable attitudinal effects. "Interest," says one Islamic economist, "inculcates love for money and the desire to accumulate wealth for its own sake. It makes men selfish, miserly, narrowminded and stone-hearted."67 In the same vein, another writes that interest "drives away from the heart of a person the feeling of human brotherhood and converts him into a 'Shylock' always insisting on his pound of flesh, no matter how distressed his fellow being may be."68 Among the other evils attributed to interest are that it deprives society of the labor and enterprise of the rentier class,69 and that it "provides banks with unproductive channels to employ their capital."70
Islamic Alternatives to Interest
It is one thing to pronounce that interest is forbidden. It is quite another to develop sound alternative institutions to take over the roles of interest in allocating resources between the present and the future and in inducing people to save and invest. The Islamic economists have found the task problematic, partly because the Qur'an provides little guidance.
The director of the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, Syed Nawab Haider Naqvi, is convinced that in an interestless economy people would save and invest optimally only if forced to do so by the state. So he wishes to empower a planning agency with the right to decide how society should allocate its resources.71 But this is a minority position, as evidenced by the adverse reactions it evoked at the Mecca seminar on the Monetary and Fiscal Economics of Islam.72
The dominant view is that the practice of profit sharing would ensure the adequacy of savings and investment.
Under profit sharing, depositors, lenders, and investors receive not a fixed percentage return (which would constitute interest), but instead a predetermined share of any income generated by the projects financed through their contributions. They also share in any losses, again according to a predetermined formula. Among the several variants of profit sharing which have received attention in the contemporary literature, the most important is mudarabah, also known as qirad. Examples of mudarabah include the borrowing and lending operations of Islamic banks. These banks are engaged in mudarabah both when they accept deposits from individuals in return for a share of the proceeds from these deposits and when they lend to firms in return for a share of these firms' corresponding profits.73
In the ideal interest-free system put forth by the Islamic economists, people are able to earn a return on their money only by subjecting themselves to the risks involved in profit sharing. Thus, an individual who wishes to make money on his retirement savings has to incur the risks inherent in a mudarabah account. If he does not want to incur these risks, his alternative is to have the bank simply hold his funds, without investing them, in which case he not only gets no return, but might also pay service charges. Similarly, a bank cannot lend to a firm for a fixed payment. It can lend only on condition that it shares in the firm's profits and is exposed to its losses. Participants in a mudarabah venture are in principle free to choose whatever profit-sharing ratio they consider most appropriate. Yet there is a concern that, if full freedom of choice is allowed, the weaker participants might be exploited, and that, moreover, the supply of money might slip out of control. Echoing the preferences of most Islamic economists, Pakistan's Council of Islamic Ideology recommends that the best resolution of these problems lies in government regulation of profit-sharing ratios.74 Another problem, according to at least some Islamic writers, is that enterprises could underreport the profits stemming from the funds they borrowed. The principal remedy offered for this problem is to let banks audit the accounts of firms to which they lend.75 A few Islamic economists recognize that banks could find auditing the accounts of small firms unduly expensive. To prevent such firms from being squeezed out of the credit market, they recommend having the government either subsidize audits of these firms, or simply guarantee the loans they receive.76 Short-term loans made to firms for their liquidity requirements present yet another sort of difficulty: they are generally not attributable to specific projects. To cope with this problem, one writer recommends making these loans interest-free, rationing them if demand exceeds supply.77 Others have suggested schemes that involve service fees or average rates of return.
It is appropriate to ask, as we did earlier in a more general context, how the Islamic economists reconcile their advocacy of regulatory measures with their claim that opportunistic behavior would be absent from a society imbued with Islamic norms. The answer is that these measures are expected to be largely redundant once the Islamic order has been established. They are expected to play an important role only during the period of transition, which, the Islamic economists stress, has just barely begun even in societies that have explicitly committed themselves to an Islamic way of life.
Regarding loans, we have so far considered only those intended to finance productive ventures. What about personal loans taken in order to meet consumption expenses? Given that profit sharing is inapplicable to these cases, the Islamic economists suggest making all consumption loans interest-free.78 In the system they envisage, individuals lend on an interest-free basis to their brethren in need. In addition, banks set aside a portion of their deposits, whose origin is left unspecified, for such loans.
The Islamic economists recognize that in the absence of interest, which performs an equilibration function in existing economies, the demand for consumption loans could exceed supply, making some form of rationing necessary. Most do not, however, explain what sort of rationing scheme they have in mind. An exception is M. Fahim Khan of the Islamic University in Islamabad, who suggests that, as far as banks are concerned, rationing should be based on two criteria: clients' credit records and the nature of their needs. Illustrating his scheme, Khan writes that an "old client" who needs a "loan for his son's education" has priority over a "new client" who wants a "loan to buy an air conditioner."79 Khan does not say whether an old client who wants to buy an air conditioner has priority over a new client desiring to finance his son's education. Nor does he say whether a bank has any obligation to provide consumption loans to non-clients in need.
In any case, it is believed that rationing would be an uncommon occurrence in an Islamic society because the two institutions discussed in earlier sections would keep the demand for consumption loans under control. In the first place, everyone's demand would be curtailed by the Islamic norms that exhort them to shun "borrowings for lavish expenditure, artificial standard of living [and] conspicuous consumption."80 Second, people with the most urgent needs would receive assistance from zakat funds, and therefore would not need loans.
Another problem that receives attention is the possibility that recipients of interest-free consumption loans would peddle their funds for interest on the black market. The temptation to do this would certainly be present, as very profitable firms that can obtain legal business loans only on a profit-sharing basis would prefer to borrow at an interest rate equal to the normal rate of return. The solution to this problem, as with many others, is sought in the Islamic norms. People, the argument goes, will no longer desire to do business on the basis of interest once their "false values" have been eradicated by Islamic training.81 A few writers hold that the behavioral norms are so crucial to the enforcement of a ban on interest that an immediate prohibition "would be just like constructing a huge university building without making any provision for teachers."82 But most favor the prohibition of all forms of interest without delay, in the belief that the use of interest can be reduced dramatically even if few members of society have been inculcated with Islam's value system.
Regarding the treatment of interest-free loans under inflation, there is no consensus. Some writers consider full indexation to be the Islamically just approach.83 But others say that indexation would violate the sharV'ah principle requiring the same quantity to be returned as borrowed. Just as, they say, someone who borrows five bushels of wheat must return exactly five bushels even if the price of wheat has changed in the meantime, so too must the person who borrows $100 return $100 even under galloping inflation. Significantly, in its lengthy report on interest, the Council of Islamic Ideology takes no clear stand on the issue.84
Critique
There are a number of flaws in the proposed alternatives to interest. It is true, however, that profit sharing constitutes a useful scheme. In many markets, and for various types of lenders, borrowers, savers, and investors, profit sharing is the preferred mechanism for allocating returns even when interest is a legally available option. This is supported by the fact that in many places, including the Arabian peninsula, profit sharing has been practiced since long before Islam.85 In contemporary societies, Muslim or non-Muslim, the practice takes a variety of forms, including money-market funds, industrial partnerships, and joint ownership of firms by workers.
It hardly follows, though, that it is reasonable to make profit sharing the basis of all productive ventures. Replacing interest with profit sharing redistributes not just returns but also risks. And while some segments of society, such as diversified firms, are willing to bear certain risks, others are not. Consider the problem facing a handicapped octogenarian who relies on her savings for a living. By forcing her to open a mudarabah account instead of an interest-bearing account, the Islamic economists could make her bear risks that are borne better by others. She would, of course, possess the option of having the bank simply hold her funds, but this would deprive her of income.86 This octogenarian's dilemmaincome or security-illustrates a general problem that would afflict borrowers and lenders alike. People engaged in financial deals would be deprived of the right to allocate risks among themselves according to their relative willingness to bear risk.
A second reason why interest may be preferable to profit sharing is that, by fixing borrowers' obligations, interest removes their incentives to behave opportunistically. Because of informational asymmetries between borrower and lender, these incentives are present both in depositor-bank and bank-firm partnerships. In each of these cases, the borrowing enterprise has full knowledge of its revenue and cost structure, whereas the lender can only form estimates. Given this unavoidable asymmetry, the borrower can understate its earnings and overstate its costs. Alternatively, it can deliberately let its costs soar by granting, say, inordinately high benefits to its employees. If this sort of opportunism does in fact arise, lenders might want to prenegotiate a lower bound on their returns, which would amount, in effect, to interest.
Although they sense the possibilities of opportunism which exist under profit sharing, the Islamic writers do not regard interest as a legitimate solution. They suggest that the problem can be overcome partly by inculcating members of society with Islamic norms and partly by closely supervising borrowers' activities. The suggestion that opportunistic behavior can be controlled through Islamization is belied, however, by the experiences of the recently established Islamic banks, which I shall touch on later. As for the second component of the suggestion, it overlooks the fact that effective supervision can be extremely costly. Suppose, for the sake of illustration, that a bank lends to a firm operating at the forefront of electronics. The cost of supervision is apt to be very high, because this has to be done by specialists in the industry's latest technical developments. It is not correct that the bank's "keen business outlook and experience" can only make the firm's investments more healthy or that bank supervision would necessarily benefit "the march of economic progress."87 Banks, like all other enterprises, specialize in only certain areas of knowledge, and it may not always be economical for them to engage in detailed supervision of their customers' operations. In cases where supervision would be too costly, the bank, and by implication its depositors, might well wish to settle for a fixed return, even if by doing so they forego the upside earnings potential.
All these problems of feasibility and efficiency aside, the logic behind the prohibition of interest raises doubts about the merits of predetermined wages, to which few Islamic economists object. Consider a firm operating in an uncertain environment. If this firm pays its employees according to a predetermined scale, all risks are borne by the shareholders: while workers would earn the same return on their efforts regardless of the firm's revenue, shareholders could either make or lose money. Clearly, then, it would be inconsistent to ban interest without also banning fixed wages. The very logic used to justify mudarabah would also require employees to share in the firm's risk.
One of the few Islamic economists who detects the inconsistency in allowing fixed wages but not interest is Syed Aftab Ali of the Bureau of Statistics in
Ottawa. In the belief that "the existing [capitalist] institutional framework... restricts the choice of risk-taking only to owners of capital,"88 Ali suggests that all workers receive wages tied to the profitability of their firms. The problem with Ali's proposal is that some workers prefer fixed wages even if they must accept a cut in their expected earnings to get them. From an efficiency standpoint, fixed wages are appropriate when employees are more risk-averse than the firm and have limited access to information about the firm's financial flows. In any case, a ban on fixed wages would be unenforceable.
Regarding interest-free consumption loans, the Islamic argument is open to criticisms analogous to those related to profit sharing. It is quite reasonable to expect people to make such loans to relatives and close friends. In all societies, Muslim or non-Muslim, most people are usually willing to help those with whom they routinely associate, not only through interest-free consumption loans, but also in other manners, including outright donations. In a small community like an isolated village, this might mean that in his moment of need an individual receives assistance, which may take the form of interest-free loans, from a substantial fraction of the community. Interest-free loans to strangers constitute quite a different matter. There is no evidence that such loans have been sufficiently common in any large society to justify extensive reliance on them in the proposed Islamic society where each individual would be unknown to the vast majority of members.
A question that has received insufficient attention in the literature concerns the possibility of excess demand for interest-free consumption loans. The Islamic economists' position on the matter has already been outlined: they argue that excess demand can be dealt with through rationing, but that in any case the problem would rarely arise, as Islamization would put a damper on demand. Aside from the unresolved issue of how rationing is to take place, there is the issue of whether those who are rationed can obtain loans from the countries where interest is legal. The Islamic writers do not consider this particular possibility, although some of them realize that there will exist outside opportunities to engage in interest-based transactions. Faridi would prevent Muslims from taking advantage of these opportunities by prohibiting capital mobility between interest-free and "interest-laden" societies.89 His suggestion amounts, of course, to a tacit acknowledgement of how futile it is to expect behavioral norms to keep members of an Islamic society from violating the injunction against interest.
Evidence from the Past
The Islamic economists' ultimate defense against these and other criticisms hinges on their interpretation of Islam's golden age. They believe that both interest-free consumption loans and profit-sharing ventures were common among the early Muslims, and that the system was not plagued by the problems I have described.
Although they offer hardly any evidence in support of their claims, their basic interpretation is not implausible. Throughout history consumption loans have been interest-free in predominantly agricultural communities that are small, isolated, and operating at the brink of subsistence. In such communities, where technological and transactional considerations inhibit the establishment of a formal insurance system, an individual member's survival depends on others' assistance whenever his own production falls short of his subsistence needs. Assistance may take the form of outright charity or an interest-free loan; the loan must be interest-free because otherwise fraternal assistance would be turned into a business deal, thereby reducing individuals' sense of security. Thus, the rationale for the prohibition of interest is the protection of the community's viability.90 Not surprisingly, the ancient Jews abolished interest when they became an isolated tribe, and the medieval Christians put greatest emphasis on the biblical prohibition of usury in times of contracting population and shrinking agricultural output.9'
As for profit sharing, conditions in the earliest Islamic community were undoubtedly conducive to its widespread use. In that community, everyone knew each other personally and by modern standards could assess the profitability of each other's economic activities rather well.92 Therefore, both the motivation to behave opportunistically and the possibilities for doing so must have been substantially more limited than they are in any modern economy.
The real Yet even if the Islamic banks did not enjoy such privileges, it would not be surprising that mudarabah accounts yield greater returns than interest-bearing accounts. Since mud arabah accounts are riskier, few people would be attracted to them unless they provided higher yields. But it does not follow that everyone would become better off if all banks were forced to offer only mudarabah accounts. Depositors with a strong preference for security, who currently choose to hold their savings in regular accounts in spite of the higher expected earnings of mudarabah accounts, would become worse off if forced to hold a risky portfolio.
A related issue is whether the establishment of Islamic banks may, as some Islamic economists claim, have provided a stimulus to aggregate savings. While there exist no reliable data on the matter, the claim is certainly plausible. This is so because in countries where Islamic banks are in operation the stock market performs inadequately, and, because from the standpoint of the individual saverinvestor, mudarabah accounts serve the same function as stocks. The bulk of the individuals who have switched to Islamic banks are probably relatively less riskaverse savers who would, if the economy were more developed, be holding stocks. If this conjecture is correct, one can infer that the establishment of Islamic banks has stimulated savings by introducing a new financial service. This does not mean, however, that savings could be increased further by abolishing the traditional banking system, for, as noted earlier, the highly risk-averse customers of traditional banks may not feel comfortable with mudarabah.
What about the other features that the Islamic economists say would characterize Islamic banking? None of the Islamic banks studied by Khan had ever provided an interest-free consumption loan.97 Another of his findings is that the banks are exhibiting a marked preference for investing in "projects which give quick returns." One bank, the Kuwait Finance House, has invested almost exclusively in short-term commercial deals and in the notoriously speculative real estate market. This finding suggests that Islamic banks operate as personalprofit maximizers, not as social-welfare maximizers intent on upholding Islamic principles of justice. But Khan refrains from drawing this conclusion and attributes his finding to the "the prevalent trend in local markets . . .98
It appears, moreover, that participants in profit-sharing ventures engage in many types of behavior that, we are told, should be absent in an Islamic setting. Agabani complains that some of the clients of his bank tend "to ignore the terms of [their] contracts. . ."; that they are "prone to hoarding"; and that they are "reluctant to liquidate [their] operations in the agreed time, . . . preferring to wait for 'golden chances' to sell at 'appropriate' periods."99 The experiences of the Faisal Bank suggest that Islamic banks are not immune to the problem of opportunism, which haunts non-Islamic banks in a multitude of contexts. Although it is too early to judge how serious the problem is, it is safe to say that, just like their non-Islamic counterparts, the Islamic banks will have to rely on the force of law to get their clients to abide by provisions of their contracts.
We come at last to the most crucial question of all: whether Islamic banks are finding it practical to eliminate interest. Judging by the recent report of the Council of Islamic Ideology, they are not. Like the medieval jurists before them, contemporary Islamic economists are apparently being pressured by practitioners to legitimize a variety of practices that amount to interest in disguise. One of the practices accepted by the Council (on condition that it not be used indiscriminately) is bayc mu'ajjal, which is intended for short-term loans to industrialists, farmers, and traders. The Council illustrates bay' mu'ajjal through the following example involving a firm that needs to buy fertilizer on credit. "If the current cost of a bag of fertilizer to the bank is Rs. 50, the bank may sell it ... at Rs. 55 subject to actual payment of this price after an agreed period."100 If one assumes that the period in question is one year, this deal is technically indistinguishable from a one-year loan of Rs. 50 given at 10 percent interest.
Another ruse approved by the Council is "financing on the basis of normal rate of return." Under this method a public agency estimates the normal rate of return in each industry, and banks then provide loans on condition that their returns from these loans not fall below the relevant normal rates. If this were all, the method would have to be viewed as involving unadulterated interest. It does contain, however, an additional proviso. If a borrower's actual profit turns out to be above the normal rate, it voluntarily transfers the difference to the bank. On the other hand, if the actual rate falls short of the normal rate, the firm may have its obligation reduced by convincing public officials that it has not cheated. The Council feels that this method does not violate Islamic principles. Yet it is wary that because of "existing moral standards," the practice might "degenerate into pure interest with the passage of time." It recommends, therefore, that the method be restricted to transactions involving small entrepreneurs.101
Among other legitimate ways of getting around the prohibition of interest, the most ingenious one is called "time-multiple counter-loans." The Council uses the following example to illustrate this method. Person A wishes to borrow Rs. 100 from bank B for three months. To get the loan, A agrees to maintain a deposit of Rs. 10 with B for 30 months. A repays Rs. 100 to B at the end of three months, and B repays Rs. 10 to A after having profited from the use of this sum for a full 30 months.102 This deal is technically free of interest, as it involves no fixed charge. But it is closer in spirit to interest than to profit sharing, since both A and B keep 100 percent of the profits generated by their borrowings.
Given all this, it would be hard to argue that the Islamic banks are operating according to the ideals put forth by Islamic economists. Faced with realities of the marketplace, the banks seem to be finding it prudent to abandon profit sharing for interest-concealed, of course, in Islamic garb.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The foregoing discussion, which has scrutinized the three most fundamental features of the proposed Islamic system, raises serious questions about the claim that this framework provides a functional alternative to existing systems. The suggested behavioral norms are not only riddled with ambiguity, but also unlikely to enjoy widespread adherence in a large society. In practice, many of them would have to be treated as state-enforced laws. There is no way of ensuring, moreover, that state officials would behave in an Islamically "correct" manner. These criticisms are borne out by the fact that throughout most of the past fourteen centuries, members and officials of Muslim communities have had a tenuous link with Islam's behavioral norms, even when they have more or less agreed as to what these norms mean.
Another major feature of the envisaged system, zakat, is essentially a redistribution scheme resembling those already in operation all over world, except that it is far less comprehensive and rather regressive. The problems with the proposed zakat scheme stem largely from the Islamic economists' attachment to the particular rates and exemption limits set by the early Muslims. Since these rates and limits were generally expressed in kind, they would constitute an illogical taxation scheme in the contemporary world where relative prices differ enormously from those in seventh-century Arabia. Although a few writers have toyed with the idea of reforming the traditional scheme, they have yet to specify the nature of the reforms they favor.
As for the prohibition of interest, it is effectively unenforceable in a large, heterogeneous society. While the mudarabah accounts, which are presented as an alternative to interest-bearing bank accounts, constitute a beneficial instrument in the absence of a well-functioning stock market, they do not obviate relatively risk-averse individuals' need to lend for interest. There is no reason to believe, moreover, that all banks would be content with lending to firms on a profitsharing basis, or that firms would necessarily desire to borrow on this basis. The problems are similar in the case of interest-free consumption loans: in a large society, people would not voluntarily make such loans except to personal acquaintances. Unless one can show that people's need to borrow and lend at interest would disappear with the establishment of an Islamic system, it is reasonable to expect interest to persist, if in thinly disguised form. This argument is supported by the fact that even within the existing Islamic banking system, no less than in medieval financial circles, various indirect forms of interest have been legitimized.
The unrealistic assumptions, contradictory proposals, and fallacious inferences that permeate the Islamic economists' writings can be traced to two basic methodological flaws. First of all, there is a serious tension between their professed desire to derive the entire blueprint of the Islamic economy from the Qur'an and the Sunna, and their realization that these sources do not offer a comprehensive economic framework. Indeed, the Qur'an is a book of moral principles that contains few specific injunctions, while the Sunna expresses the perceived institutional and normative ideals of the first few generations of Muslims that produced it.103 Neither one deals with the pressing economic issues of the present age, which could not have been imagined in the seventh century. It follows that, if a functional alternative to existing economic systems is to be developed, its intellectual foundations must either be created anew or be drawn from sources outside the Qur'an and the Sunna. Most Islamic writers are aware of this, but they are by and large unwilling to break away from the few specifics found in the traditional sources. And when they do break away from ancient specifications, they do not acknowledge this. We saw, for instance, how they have ratified several forms of interest while steadfastly maintaining that they are unconditionally opposed to it.
The other major methodological flaw in Islamic economics is that it shuns confrontation with historical evidence. Among the documented facts that it has largely disregarded are that generalized altruism gave way to incessant factional struggles as soon as the Islamic community began to grow; that the community split into many discordant nations only a few decades after Muhammad's death; and that the spirit of the ban on interest was routinely violated throughout Islamic history. This flaw also shows up in the Islamic economists' interpretation of Islam's golden age. Ignoring evidence that even in Prophet Muhammad's time institutions were modified or abandoned as circumstances warranted, they maintain, in many contexts, that the institutional structure of the first Islamic economy emerged all at once and in unalterably perfect form. This interpretation, which forms the basis of the argument that the early Islamic institutions are suited to the modern world, is erroneous, as I have tried to show.
There is, of course, much one can learn from the experiences of early Islamic society. One should not, however, expect to find the ideal institutions for a modern society embodied therein. The value of such study is, rather, the lesson that successful economic growth and development requires a measure of institutional flexibility. 
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